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Dates               3-29 Aug (not 16)
Time 19:30 (0h55)
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Fringe box office 0131 226 0000 / www.edfringe.com

For further information, images and interview availability please contact
Jack Talbot at John Henry Blackwood on 07896 356297 / jack@iamawesome.co.uk
or the C venues press office on 0845 260 1060 / press@cvenues.com

Travel through time with mysterious moments from a
memorable Victorian magician

In his brand new show, Victorian gentleman magician John Henry Blackwood
returns with a series of magical experiments to explore the powerful potential of
time travel. His signature tall tales, anecdotes and elegant magic culminate in an
attempt to answer one of science’s biggest questions: is time travel possible?

Mysterious Moments of Magic is a show designed to rekindle the
audience’s passion for the impossible, leaving them truly believing in time travel.
John Henry Blackwood believes that magic is something that appeals to such a
broad audience because it demonstrates that the world doesn’t always follow the
rules, and that no matter how impossible something appears, there is always a
way.

An Edinburgh resident, Blackwood brought two new shows to the Edinburgh
Festival Fringe in 2013 and 2014, with audiences packing out the venues to enjoy
his charming, funny and often quirky show. This year, Blackwood aims to create
an even more immersive experience styled with complexity, quality and, of
course, showmanship.

‘Underselling his considerable skill with a warm, charming presence, his
tricks are proficient and well-practised’ ThreeWeeks

www.johnhenryblackwood.co.uk
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vibrant vivacious variety
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John Henry Blackwood

Mysterious Moments
of Magic
by Jack Talbot
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ten word blurb

Victorian gentleman magician returns with tall tales and time travel.

twenty word blurb

Victorian gentleman magician, returns with a series of magical experiments
to explore the potential of time travel. Tall tales and elegant magic.

fringe programme 40-word blurb

Victorian gentleman magician, John Henry Blackwood, returns with a series
of magical experiments to explore the potential of time travel. With tall tales
and elegant magic, Blackwood investigates the age-old question: Is time
travel possible?
fringe web blurb

Victorian gentlemen magician, John Henry Blackwood, returns with a series
of magical experiments to explore the potential of time-travel. His signature
tall tales, anecdotes and elegant magic culminate in an attempt to answer
one of science’s biggest questions: Is time travel possible? Following
successful shows in 2013 and 2014, Mysterious Moments of Magic is bigger,
more ambitious and more impossible than anything Blackwood has
attempted before. ‘Underselling his considerable skill with a warm, charming
presence, his tricks are proficient and well-practiced’ (ThreeWeeks).
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